Wordpress Protection Service
It’s alarming how much activity is out there. If any of this were to get through it can corrupt the
site as well as the hosting server. It can cause the server to crash and will put the site on
Google’s blacklist preventing anyone from viewing the site. I also offer a service to rebuild
theses sites and get them off the blacklist.
I now offer a monthly software update service. This will keep the Wordpress core and all plugins
up to date and will help to prevent hacking and spamming. This includes installing a
comprehensive set of anti-malware and spam protection plugins and running an anti-malware
scan each month. (see below)
The cost is only $30 per month for 3 months, a total of $90. Pre-pay discount for 6 months is
$150. Pre-pay for 12 months is only $250. Contact me by phone at 612-454-7933, mobile at
612-999-3332 or email at brad@bradreek.com for more information.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
GOTMLS - Anti-Malware Security and Brute-Force Firewall
This Anti-Malware scanner searches for Malware, Viruses, and other security threats and
vulnerabilities on your server and it helps you fix them.








Features:
Run a Complete Scan to automatically remove known security threats and backdoor
scripts.
Firewall block SoakSoak and other malware from exploiting Revolution Slider and other
plugins from known vulnerabilites.
Upgrade vulnerable versions of timthumb scripts.
Download Definition Updates to protect against new threats.
Premium Features:
Patch your wp-login and XMLRPC to block Brute-Force and DDoS attacks.
Check the integrity of your WordPress Core files.
Automatically download new Definition Updates when running a Complete Scan.

Wordfence Security
Your WordPress website is secure with Wordfence. Powered by the constantly updated Threat
Defense Feed, our Web Application Firewall stops you from getting hacked. Wordfence Scan
leverages the same proprietary feed, alerting you quickly in the event your site is compromised.
Our Live Traffic view gives you real-time visibility into traffic and hack attempts on your
WordPress website. A deep set of additional tools round out the most complete WordPress
security solution available. Reports are provided weekly to keep the core and plugins up to date.
Spam Protection by CleanTalk (search anti-spam)
Max power, all-in-one, no Captcha, premium anti-spam plugin. No comment spam, no
registration spam, no contact spam, protects any WordPress forms. Formerly Anti-Spam by
CleanTalk.
Email Address Encoder
A lightweight plugin to protect plain email addresses and mailto links from email-harvesting
robots by encoding them into decimal and hexadecimal entities. Has effect on the posts, pages,
comments, excerpts and text widgets. No UI, no shortcode, no JavaScript — just simple spam
protection

